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Russian Air Force Annihilated Militants In Area
Where Su-24 Was Shot Down. Erdogan Ordered
Turkish Air Force Planes Be Grounded
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In-depth Report: SYRIA

Information has come from  Syrian sources that last night (24.11) the Russian Aerospace
Defence  Forces  struck  with  massive  attacks  on  the  positions  of  militants  (including
Turkomans) in the region where the Russian Su-24 was brought down.

The source reported that most likely nothing remains of the militants who shot down the
Russian MI-8 .

No detailed information has arrived yet.

Meanwhile,  there has appeared information that the Turks are not putting their  fighters in
the air after the majority of them were lit up by Russian radar (the S-300 and, according to
early reports, possibly the S-400). After the statement of the Ministry of Defense of Russia,
Turkey is afraid that their planes can be destroyed when approaching the border.

In this regard the Syrians reported that the Russia air-space forces can begin the full-scale
destruction of camps in the border territory, and also annihilate the retreating militants and
the fuel trucks which are moving towards Turkey.

Erdogan did not receive the hoped-for support from NATO. Erdogan has acknowledged that
if the Russian plane even violated the border of Turkey, this was for only for 17 seconds,
which means that the Turkish Air Force, on purely physical grounds, could not have reacted
to it  if  the provocation was not prepared in advance. This figure of  17 seconds appears in
NATO reports.

Members of NATO have been ambiguously treating Erdogan’s action. At present it is difficult
to judge how the situation will develop. While it is obvious that Erdogan is attempting to
back off, it is already too late, as Vladimir Putin gave to understand at a meeting with the
king of Jordan.

Most likely Turkey did not expect such a severe reaction from Russia.
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